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The True Face of Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras: Meets up with Netanyahu,
Endorses Jerusalem as Israel’s Capital

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, November 28 2015

Alexis Tsipras who led the “left wing” SYRIZA movement against neoliberalism has revealed
his true face in his recent visit to Israel. He has joined the pro-Israeli EU political bandwagon,
which pays lip service to Netanyahu.

Syria and Washington’s ‘New Middle East’

By Prof. Tim Anderson, November 28 2015

The following text is chapter two of professor Tim Anderson’s forthcoming book entitled
“The Dirty War on Syria”

Belgian Physicists Calculate that Everyone Is Lying About the Downed Russian Jet

By Alejandro Tauber, November 28 2015

It’s rare to see physics being used as an effective tool to comment on current events, but
astrophysicists Tom van Doorsslaere and Giovanni Lapenta of the Belgian KU Leuven used
some simple Newtonian mechanics to show that both the Russian and Turkish accounts of
what happened with the downed jet can’t be right.

Putin Accuses Obama of Leaking Flight Details to Turkey after Russia Releases Video
of S-400 SAM Deployment in Syria

By Tyler Durden, November 28 2015

Earlier today, Russia made a very explicit demonstration of the deployment of at least two
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S-400 batteries at Syria’s Khmeimim airbase, with the Russian Ministry of Defense promptly
publicizing the arrival with the following clip.

Washington’s “Destabilization Agenda”: A Hybrid War to Break the Balkans?

By Andrew Korybko, November 28 2015

In the spirit of the New Cold War and following on its success in snuffing out South Stream,
the US has prioritized its efforts in obstructing Russia’s Balkan Stream pipeline, and for the
most part, they’ve regretfully succeeded for the time being.
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